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Still no certainty about the role of upfront bortezomib among
patients with AL amyloidosis
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In this issue of Leukemia, there are two important—albeit
complicated—case-controlled series comparing bortezomib-
containing therapeutic regimens to those without for the
treatment of newly diagnosed AL amyloidosis.1,2 The first is a
series of 164 patients treated in at the Amyloidosis Research and
Treatment Center in Pavia, Italy, half of whom received
bortezomib, melphalan and dexamethasone (BMDex)—the cases
—and the other half, MDex—the controls.1 The second study is a
series of 138 patients seen at the National Amyloidosis Centre in
the UK, half of whom received cyclophosphamide, bortezomib
and dexamethasone (CVD)—the cases—and the other half who
received cyclophosphamide, thalidomide and dexamethasone
(CTD)—the controls.2 Both groups of authors used similar and
appropriate matching criteria to select their controls (Table 1) with
an emphasis on cardiac function,3–5 although the Italian patients
were matched for more characteristics, including age (Table 1).
Despite these efforts by these authors, the question regarding the
added value of incorporating bortezomib into first-line therapy
among patients with AL amyloidosis is still not adequately
answered. We, therefore, continue to await the results of a
randomized clinical trial (NCT01277016).
Patients were treated according to guideline rather than on

prospective clinical trial, so there was considerable discretion
about dosing level and schedule. In addition, both groups had
an algorithm by which the absence of early response prompted
a change in regimen in an attempt to improve that response. For
the Italian patients, less than a partial response (PR) after two
cycles or inadequate response after six cycles prompted a
change in therapy. For the UK patients, o90% reduction in the
difference of serum-free light chain after three cycles prompted
a change in therapy. These practices confound the interpreta-
tion of depth of best response, particularly for the control arms.
Despite this, both bortezomib-containing regimens still yielded
significantly higher complete response (CR) rates in both
studies: 40–42% with CVD as compared with 19–25% with the
other two regimens (Table 1). Organ responses were examined
in both studies and were disappointingly low throughout,
perhaps owing to relatively short follow-up.
Despite the better CR rates, overall survival (OS) and 1-year OS

were comparable across the cohorts and the arms at ~ 60–67%
(Table 1). All OS analyses are limited by their relatively short
follow-up, which is 26 months for the Italian cases and controls as
well as the UK controls, but only 13 months for the UK cases. It is
conceivable that with longer follow-up, differences in OS might
emerge.
Further subgroup analyses were performed. One consistent

message across both studies was that patients with the highest
baseline risk factors fared equally poorly regardless of bortezomib
inclusion or exclusion into their upfront regimen. In the UK study,
both those cases and the controls who had an NT-proBNP of
⩾ 8500 ng/l had a median OS of ~ 4 months; those with NT-
proBNP less than that cut-off enjoyed nearly an 80% 1-year OS,
regardless of the regimen. In the Italian study, there was one
subgroup that achieved a significantly better OS when treated
with BMDex. Those patients with a New York Heart Association

class of o3 and an NT-proBNP of ⩽ 8500 ng/l who were
treated with BMDex had a superior OS compared with their
counterpart of MDex-treated patients (2-year OS of 86% and
~ 65%, P = 0.01, respectively). These OS figures were not
corrected for potential confounding factors including the fact
that the MDex patients were treated earlier and therefore
potentially had fewer salvage options, but taken at face value
would suggest that adding bortezomib upfront in lower-risk
patients might yield better outcomes. The authors highlighted
that this OS difference disappeared when the analysis was
limited to those patients who received full dose rather than
attenuated dexamethasone.
Both groups performed 6-month landmark analyses to further

deconstruct the added value of bortezomib as part of a first-line
treatment strategy. Even on landmark analysis, no OS improve-
ment was seen in the UK case match, but there was a slight
improvement in OS in the Italian case match.
Progression-free survival (PFS) is not clearly defined in either

study. The Italian study reports time to next therapy or death, and
finds no significant superiority for the BMDex over the MDex (39
versus 22 months, P= 0.3). In the UK study, the authors report
‘PFS,’ yet in the Methods, they state that PFS was examined in
patients ‘achieving a PR or better,’ which is the definition for
duration of response rather than PFS. The duration of response for
the CVD was better than that for the CTD (28 versus 14 months,
P= 0.04). A similar trend was observed after 6-month landmark
analysis (not reached versus 19.2 months).
Both groups examined the potential role that salvage bortezo-

mib might play. Fourteen (20%) of the UK control patients had
their therapy switched after three cycles of therapy, 13 of whom
received a bortezomib-containing regimen, resulting in upstaging
57% (8 of 14) of CTD patients to a very good partial response or
better. In the Italian study, 40% of the control patients received
second-line therapy. Of those 35 controls, 18 received bortezomib-
based therapy and a little more than half of these had a PR or
better. When the authors performed a landmark analysis limiting
the case group to only those who received bortezomib as salvage,
the control group—that is, the upfront bortezomib group—had a
longer OS as compared with the sequential MDex followed by
bortezomib (median 31 months versus not reached, P= 0.03).
What conclusions can be drawn from these case-controlled

studies that we could not glean from early phase I/II data6 and
from other cases series?7,8 These studies confirm that high CR
rates can be achieved using bortezomib along with an alkylator
and corticosteroid, although CR rates are lower than the 65–71%
reported in two other smaller series.7,8 The lower CR rate may be
explained by the fact that the populations studied in the two
case–control studies contained 15% or fewer Mayo 2004 stage I
patients and therefore had high competing rates of death. The
second take-home message is the reassurance that patients
treated with bortezomib do not appear to have higher early death
rates; this is important, as clinical trials using bortezomib have
excluded high-risk AL patients.6,9,10 The third lesson is the
discouraging finding that OS for the highest risk patients with
AL amyloidosis is not improved by adding bortezomib. Prior case
series had touted CVD as a potential panacea for high-risk amyloid
patients,7,8 and it was hoped that a high complete hematologic
response rates might result in a higher salvage rate for the most
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unfortunate patients. The fourth message is that intermediate-
risk patients who are not fit enough to receive high-dose
dexamethasone are likely to take the greatest advantage from
the addition of bortezomib to MDex. The fifth and final message is
that there is a suggestion that duration of response may be
superior with CVD as compared with CTD.
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Table 1. Comparison of series

Palladini Venner

BMDex MDex P-value CVD CTD P-value

N 87 87 — 69 69 —

Year of diagnosisa 2005–2012 — o0.001 2008–2012 — NP
Age, years 69.1 — — 60 64 0.09

Mayo 2004 stagea

I, % 15 — — 12 12 —

II, % 45 — — 30 30 —

III, % 40 — — 58 58 —

dFLC ⩾ 18,a % 51 — — 65 74 NS
NT-proBNP ⩾ 8500,a % 22 — — 26 22 NS
Systolic BP o100mmHg, % 31 — — NP NP NP
Cardiac, % 851 — — 81 77 NS
Renal, % 631 — — 75 81 NS
GFR 30, % 71 — — NP NP NP
Follow-up, months 26 26 NP 13 26 NP
Therapy switch,b % 21 40 NP 1 20 o0.005

Early death
At 6 months, % ~27 ~ 27 NS 32 27 NS
At 12 months, % 34 38 NS 35 33 NS

ORR, % 69 51 0.01 71 80 NS
CR, % 42 19 0.002 40 25 o0.05
Preswitch CR, % NP NP NP 41 19 0.002

1-year OS, % ~60 ~ 60 NS 65 67 NS
TTNT or death, months 39 22 NS NP NP NP
Median DOR, months NP NP — 28 14 0.04

Landmark 6 months
1-year OS, % ~ 85–90 ~ 75–80 0.03 96 92 NS
DOR, months NP NP — NR 19.2 0.03

Organ response
Cardiac response,c % 16 13 NS 21 8 NP
Kidney response,c % 16 27 NS 25 29 NP
Liver response,c % NP NP — 38 20 NP

Abbreviations: BMDex, bortezomib, melphalan and dexamethasone; BP, blood pressure; CVD, cyclophosphamide, bortezomib and dexamethasone;
dFLC, difference free light chain; DOR, duration of response; MDex, melphalan and dexamethasone; NP, not provided; NR, not reached; NS, not significant;
ORR, overall response rate; TTNT, time to next treatment. aMatching criteria. bCriteria for switching therapy: for the Palladini study, no hematologic
response after two cycles or an ‘unsatisfactory response’ after six cycles; for Venner study, absence of a 90% reduction in dFLC after three cycles. cOrgan
response calculated by dividing numbers of patients with organ involved at baseline divided by number of responders.
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